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The Collaborator Viewpoint Method Diagram is a specialized activity diagram that defines a Viewpoint. This diagram allows you to obtain model data 
using several types of operators and present the obtained data as tables, images, paragraphs, lists, and sections in a web portal. 

Once a Viewpoint is applied to a View, exposed elements can be operated by three types of operators: Collect, Sort, and Filter. You can use these 
operators to expand or narrow the collection of elements that are used in a Viewpoint method. After the data is collected, filtered, and/or sorted, use 
the Table Structure and Template operators to adjust how the data is displayed. The figure below shows how available operators are grouped in the 
diagram palette.

The diagram palette containing operators available in a Viewpoint Method Diagram.

Collect operators

In a Viewpoint Method Diagram, Collect operators are used to divide the elements in an exposed Package into the elements that will be presented in a 
web portal and the elements that will be ignored. This way you can expand or narrow the collection of elements used in a Viewpoint method. There 
are a number of collection methods, each of which have their own Call Behavior Action.

Filter operators

Filter operators allow you to narrow the scope of data to the data of interest according to one or multiple filter criteria of various types (such as 
stereotype, name, metaclasse, etc). In most cases, the "FilterBy..." operator needs to have the "CollectBy..." operator preceding it so that the filter 
operator would have the data set to look through and filter.



Sort operators

Sort operators allow you to sort a data set according to the desired property. Data can be sorted by attribute, property, or expression. Note that first 
you have to collect elements in order to have a data set to sort.

Table Structure operators

Table Structure operators allow you to create custom tables by using various table components. The Viewpoint Method Diagram below shows the 
example of a simple table with only two columns,

The example of a simple table with two columns: Animal Name and Description.

Template operators



After data is collected, filtered, and/or sorted, several operators can be used to adjust how the data will be displayed.  Template operators are used in 
a Collaborator Viewpoint Method Diagram to determine in what format data will be displayed in the document views - as paragraphs, properties tables, 
images, bulleted lists, etc.

Additional resources

Webinar Creating Templates in Cameo Collaborator
User Guide for Creating Cameo Collaborator Templates
Cameo Collaborator Template Samples.mdzip

https://youtu.be/NAoYVUJhT2A
https://ccexamples.nomagic.com/collaborator/document/66babacb-881a-480e-a104-86427d8fabe8?viewId=12dd9272-276a-4de4-99d5-598f1fcc3bfb&viewType=document&sectionId=f71e7d7a-55f0-487c-bb40-ba4fa335922f&guest=true
https://docs.nomagic.com/download/attachments/82770489/Cameo%20Collaborator%20Template%20Samples.mdzip?version=1&modificationDate=1710419876476&api=v2
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